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With more than 400 tribal casinos in 30 states generating more than $23 billion in annual revenue,

Indian gaming is a rapidly growing industry that is here to stay. Subject to a complex federal

regulatory scheme and myriad state and tribal regulations, Indian gaming also is a growing area of

legal practice. A course in Indian gaming law has legal and political currency and thus can easily

connect with students. But more than simply learning about current events, students should come

away from a course on Indian gaming law with a critical understanding of perhaps the most

important legal and policy issue facing tribes today, and with a deeper sense of how tribes -- the

third sovereign -- interact with state and federal governments in the American political system.

Indian Gaming Law: Cases and Materials is a casebook that allows instructors and students to

achieve these important pedagogical goals.Indian Gaming Law: Cases and Materials provides a

clear, comprehensive, and accessible platform designed specifically for Indian gaming law and

similar courses. Written by a law professor and a professor of political science and public

administration who are the co-directors of the Institute for the Study of Tribal Gaming Law and

Policy and leading scholars in the field of tribal gaming, this casebook uniquely is informed by the

reality that Indian gaming law and policy has evolved through political compromise as much as

through litigation and law reform. The casebook therefore includes materials relevant to the key

legal contexts of tribal gaming as well as the type and relative influence of extralegal variables that

shape Indian gaming law.In this casebook, the authors fuse the necessary background on federal

Indian law and the status of American Indian tribes in the American political system with legal

approaches to regulating gambling, and provide a useful overarching theoretical approach grounded

in tribal sovereignty. The casebook covers necessary background on federal Indian law and the

legal doctrine of tribal sovereignty, as well as on the roots of Indian gaming in traditional tribal

practices and the imperatives of reservation economic development; provides overviews of

pre-statutory law and the genesis of the federal statutory framework governing Indian gaming in light

of key court decisions; discusses how the federal classification scheme for tribal gaming creates the

parameters for tribal-state relations, including compacting for casino-style gaming; and highlights

such topics as the authority of the federal agency responsible for regulating Indian gaming and the

authority for gaming on newly acquired lands. Materials include excerpts from relevant case law,

statutes, and regulations alongside excerpts from books, journal articles, and testimony by key

authorities in the field. And because Indian gaming is far from uniform, with significant variation by

state and tribe, throughout the book the editors provide specific examples of tribal and state

experiences with tribal gaming. To assist students in working through such complex issues, each



chapter includes teaching problems and notes.
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Fast arrival and undamaged. I really enjoyed the class I used this in but some parts are a little dry

for me.

Just what I needed. Book in hand beats the issue of printing and attempting to find specific text

without index and glossary.
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